Localities, Vol. 2 327 overall mindset in general; but it also leads to a polarization within post-materialists themselves who are falling apart into a leftist, radical anti-government and "revolutionary" stripe on the one hand and into a conservative, neo-religious fraction on the other inclined rather to stability than to cooperation.
Third, the growing generation gap and the pressure to enter the working force as soon as possible due to increasing youth unemployment (currently at more than 20%) has produced a young Korean generation with less idealistic dedication and more pragmatically egoistic than its preceding ones.
Fourth, the threats from the Eurozone and the global economic crises is unconsciously percieved by Koreans, without that the nation has much options to influence the outcome.
Although Korean economy is still doing comparatively well, the growing threats by the Western crises excerts psychological pressure that becomes an anticipative negative factor. So if all this is the case, and if such a complexely weaved non-favourable overall constellation is not going to change anytime soon: Where is the perspective? Does social idealism, does "post-materialism" still have a future in "post-boom" Korea?
As we found out at this weeks conference by comparing the most up-to-date data and analyses, the outlook is mixed. The situation is difficult, but not hopeless. It is not as difficult as in the current West, but it is less hopeful than it was still a couple of years ago. To summarize it in just a few short words, social idealism in Korea can be maintained if six main measures are undertaken. Third, fix youth unemployment.
Fourth, re-integrate the working class into the post-materialist group. Measures needed for that purpose are backing it up economically, and trying to empower it through helping it to find its own language and constructive public discourse.
Fifth, overcome ideological polarization between leftist and conservative post-materialists in Korea by trying to find common ground through joint projects and activity fields, for example through jointly addressing issues of sustainability or social stability measures.
Sixth, restore and intensify positive public debate about the benefits of democracy, as opposed to authoritarian regimes. As social research around the world shows, post-materialism or social idealism is directly related to, and dependent on the
